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ABOUT TREASURY AND THE FISCAL SERVICE

The Department of the Treasury manages 

Federal finances by collecting taxes, paying 

bills, managing currency, government 

accounts, and public debt. The Treasury 

also enforces finance and tax laws. 

The Bureau of the Fiscal Service manages 

all federal payments and collections and 

provides government-wide accounting and 

reporting services. The Fiscal Service also 

helps to finance the Federal government by 

selling securities.

Department of 
the Treasury

Bureau of the 
Fiscal Service
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WHAT ARE OUR DATA GOALS?

Saving resources Improving customer 

experience

Reducing 

Risk

Data Strategy Goals
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Understanding data and developing a 
plan to improve it.

Principle 1
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UNDERSTANDING OUR DATA

Identify Assess Empower1 2 3
Conduct a Data Inventory to 

identify data assets, logging each 

respective purpose, owners, 

challenges, and restrictions.

Generate a repeatable Data 

Maturity Assessment, tailored to 

organizational needs to 

understand the data’s current 

state, determine desired future 

state, and plan to achieve the 

future state.

Make the identified and assessed 

information available to those 

who need it. Establish goals and 

empower data leaders across the 

organization to make change. 
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BUILDING DATA GOVERNANCE INTO THE ORGANIZATION

DATA GOVERNANCE COUNCIL

ENTERPRISE DATA 
ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE (EDAC)

DATA 
STEWARDS 
COMMUNITY 

OF PRACTICE

ANALYTICS 
COMMUNITY OF 

PRACTICE 
(ACOP)

EXTERNAL 
STANDARDS 
COMMITTEE

ANALYTICS 
COMMITTEE

REPS TO 
EXTERNAL 

COMMITTEES

Treasury Data Governance 
Council

EAB

Enterprise Steering Board
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IMPROVING DATA MANAGEMENT

The newly established Data Stewards Community of Practice (DSCoP), will enhance and support data 

culture and management:

• Active Forum for Domain Experts - The DSCoP serves as a platform for Fiscal domain experts to communicate data 
challenges, management opportunities, and success across the domain space. 

• Data Standardization - Partnered with the Enterprise Data Advisory Committee, the DSCoP supports and pursues the 
standardization of metadata and Fiscal data assets, as well as any required processes to facilitate ongoing Bureau 
management needs.

Upcoming Initiative Backlog:

• Evaluate metadata repository tools for enterprise usage

• Mature current data interface assessment through automation

• Improve the current Data Asset Inventory process to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of all data assets within 
the Bureau

• Data Migration Strategy and Data Archiving Strategy partnered with the Enterprise Data Architecture Committee 

• Transition maintenance of the Fiscal Data Registry into the identified Metadata Tool
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DEVELOPING MATURE DATA INFRASTRUCTURE

8

The Fiscal Service is seeking to mature our data architecture by breaking down data silos and getting our 
data ready for analytics use cases.

Adapted from Competing in the Age of AI

Data silo Data silo Data silo Data silo Data silo Data silo

Proof of concept

Use case Use case Use case

Data Hub 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Transformation to Digital Operating Model
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PROPOSED COMMON DATA SOLUTIONS
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In our current thinking, we are exploring the provision of the following data-related services to our 

program areas. 

Robust Data 

Security

Analytics and 

Reporting

AI and Machine 

Learning
Metadata 

Repository

Automated 

Data Quality
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Upskilling the workforce and changing 
culture.

Principle 2
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BUILDING AN ANALYTICS CULTURE

Analytics Community 

of Practice

COMMUNITY (100+ PEOPLE)

Monthly Meetings

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Guilds

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Fiscal Challenge

• 2-part PowerBI 

training series

Data Training 

Vendor Investigation

• Excel

• Data Storytelling

• Data Management 

Fiscal-developed 

Data 

Certifications

TRAINING

RECRUITMENT

Position 

description and 

hiring strategy
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HUMAN CAPITAL – KEY DATA SKILLS AND ROLES

The Office of the CDO plays a key role in building a data-centric culture in the Fiscal Service. Part of that 

mission is to ensure an effective human capital strategy across the enterprise.

Fiscal Service has identified some key roles needed to mature your organization’s approach to data:

1. Senior Data Architect: Most CDOs will inherit existing data architecture. A data architect will help develop a roadmap 

and vision from what is likely a fragmented and siloed data architecture to one designed to harness the power of data.

2. Senior Data Scientist: Develop a vision for how data will be used to transform the organization, working closely with 

your data architect and IT partners to ensure the foundational tools, platform, and skills are available to accelerate 

change.

3. Data Management and Governance Expert: To feed transformation, you need well-managed, high-quality, 

accessible data. You’ll need a well thought-out and intentional approach to unlock the potential of your data.

4. Data Analysts and Scientists: Hire for core data skills – prepping, cleansing, visualizing, analysis, basic AI/ML, etc. 

– and contract out get the bleeding edge skillsets.
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HIRING DATA LEADERS

Use a multi-prong hiring approach and assume upward (and outward) mobility.

First off – hire leaders and high-performers with an expectation they will come, learn, excel, and then leave 

for their next challenge. Some tips to focus on when developing your hiring strategy:

• Use the right position descriptions: In lieu of an OPM data science job series, focus on adjacent job 

series in the STEM fields, use the OPM approved data science parenthetical titles - e.g., “Statistician 

(Data Scientist)”.

• Use a variety of hiring paths: Presidential Management Fellows, Pathways interns (with an option to 

hire), federal work study, details from other organizations – be creative to keep fresh perspectives cycling 

into your organization.

• Find strategic partners in HR: Hiring for data skills is difficult b/c of intense competition, try to find a 

partner in HR who can help you with human capital strategy, not just the hiring process. In government, 

sell the mission – it is your greatest asset and one area where you can out-compete the private sector.
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BUILDING AN ANALYTICS CULTURE

Analytics Community 

of Practice

COMMUNITY (100+ PEOPLE)

Monthly Meetings

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Guilds

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Fiscal Data 

Challenge
Data Training 

Vendor Investigation

Data 

Certifications

TRAINING

RECRUITMENT

Position 

description and 

hiring strategy
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FISCAL DATA CHALLENGE

Prizes: Honorable Mentions, 

Best Novice, Best 

Infographics and Best 

Overall

Criterion:

• Best Visual 

Representation

• Compelling Narrative

• Insightful 

Recommendations

• Innovation 

• Creativity

Selection

• Future events with 

education initiatives

• Design for relevant 

problems and 

retrospective to continue 

improving 

• Document process and 

artifacts for playbook 

creation 

• Participation survey to 

measure the learning 

experience

Future

• Problem: What is the total CO2 

emissions from Fiscal Service 

(assuming 100% telework) 

Variability of results came from:

• Conversion calculation 

methodologies

• Population vs. sample estimates 

for commuter distances

• Outlier/extreme cutoffs for 

commuter distances

Problem and Key 

Takeaways

• 40+ individuals 

participated, representing 

all offices

• 92% signed up for our six 

courses in visualization 

with Power BI 

• 18 teams competed: 14 

multi-person teams; 4 

solo participants

• Majority had little 

experience with data 

analytics

Participation
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BUILDING AN ANALYTICS CULTURE

Analytics Community 

of Practice

COMMUNITY (100+ PEOPLE)

Monthly Meetings

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Guilds

• Demos

• Vendors

• Brainstorms 

Fiscal Data

Challenge

• 2-part PowerBI 

training series

Data Training 

Vendor Investigation

• Excel

• Data Storytelling

• Data Management 

Data 

Certifications

TRAINING

RECRUITMENT

Position 

description and 

hiring strategy
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DATA EDUCATION VISION

Our vision is to facilitate data-driven 

decisions by empowering every 

employee in Fiscal Service with data 

skills. 

We seek to accomplish this by 

standing up Fiscal Data University 

(v1.0) by the beginning of Fiscal Year 

2023. 
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PLAN TO DEVELOP FISCAL DATA UNIVERSITY

Data-Driven 

Decisions (Intro)

Exploratory Data 

Analysis (Intermediate)

Data Architecture 

(Steward-Specific)
Data Science and 

ML (Advanced)

Catered to 
beginners Catered to individuals 

with intro knowledge

Catered to data 
steward personas

Catered to individuals 
with intermediate 

knowledge

Data Science for 

Executives

Catered to 
executives
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Identifying and executing the right 
analytics use cases. 

Principle 3
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DIGITAL END TO END EFFICIENCY

How to select process 

to achieve the

most value

How to analyze the 

process to identify pain 

points and opportunities

How to identify and 

assess potential 

solutions

How to balance 

value and cost to 

prioritize 

improvements

How to define end-to-
end processes and 

what is the full scope 
to consider

Define
Scope

Select
Process

Analyze
Process

Assess
Solutions

Prioritize 
Solutions

Implement & Scale

Provides a set of opportunities

for process improvement

Deploy selected solution(s) and expand 
across processes and agencies

• Develop a Proof of Concept if needed, 

and/or Pilot within agency

• Deploy full solution within agency

• Monitor and measure Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs), building a business 

case to evaluate scaling the solution

• Scale and expand to other processes 

within the agency (or across agencies)

Results in a set of deployed and 

scaled solutions

Produces a set of 

prioritized solutions

W H E R E T O  S T A R T ? W H A T T O  S O L V E ? H O W T O  S O L V E ?

DEEE Aims to Help Agencies Digitize and Automate their Business Processes
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THE FISCAL SERVICE’S CURRENT AI/ML USE CASES

Fraud 

Detection

Entity 

Resolution

Neural 

Search
Synthetic Data

• Revenue

• Payments 

• Suspicious 

Behavior

• Anomalies

• Real time

• Common keys 

and Identifiers

• Agencies

• Bureaus

• Vendors and 

acquisitions

• Organizations

• Improve public 

facing search

• Building better 

internal search

• Synonyms 

• Sentence 

completion

• Enhanced 

Privacy

• Data sharing

• Record matching

• Micro records 

• Differential 

Privacy
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OPPORTUNITY OVERVIEW
After Congress finalizes a bill, Treasury analysts 

manually review the text, and annotate it with TAS, 

appropriation amounts, funding period, and other 

notes. Upon receiving approval from a more senior 

team member after Q/A, the analyst manually enters 

the information into a database to create the 

warrant.

This highly manual process can be error prone, time-

consuming, and burdensome. Using AI can alleviate 

key parts of this process.

BENEFITS OF AI/AUTOMATION

Reduce 

manual labor

Decrease 

processing 

time

Improve quality 

and 

consistency

PROPOSED SOLUTION

• Determine to what extent this process can be automated or 

supported by AI

• Design and develop a prototype

• Document lessons learned and opportunities for the future

• Recommend steps for success with future AI projects

• Ingest data from appropriations bill and Fastbook and 

process into machine-readable format

• Classify segments of text to TAS

• Identify and extract appropriation amounts

• Determine period for given dollar amount

• Aggregate amounts for a unique TAS

OBJECTIVES

3

LEVERAGING ADVANCED ANALYTICS: WARRANTS PILOT
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3

LEVERAGING ADVANCED ANALYTICS: WARRANTS PILOT

3

4

5

2

1

2

1

3

5

4

Determine Agency ID

Look up TAS corresponding to 

agency and fund group

Extract dollar amounts and 

calculate totals

Determine period of availability

Cross-reference to other 

sections of bill for same TAS
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LEVERAGING ADVANCED ANALYTICS: WARRANTS PILOT

MATCH AGENCY AND GROUP TO TAS

EXTRACT RELEVANT DOLLAR AMOUNTS FROM BILL AND "CLASSIFY" THEM

To assign appropriation amounts to a 

specific TAS,  the algorithm must 

read the agency name and fund 

group, and perform a "lookup" from 

the data ingested from the 

FASTBook.

• Data ingested from PDF 

collapsed some spacing and 

inserted hyphens

• Due to data quality, a 

straightforward lookup was not 

feasible

• Character-level instead of word-

level vectorization needed to 

account for messy data

• k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) to 

"fuzzy match" names from bill to 

FASTbook

OVERVIEW CONSIDERATIONS ALGORITHM

Extract relevant dollar amounts to 

the warrants creation process, and 

determine whether the amounts are:

indefinite, definite (for a specific 

period), derived, transferred, totaled 

etc.

• Bill text phrasing can vary

• There are lots of dollar amounts 

not relevant to warrant creation

• Some amounts require 

calculation and are not explicitly 

listed

• Pattern matching with Regex, 

searching for presence of 

indicator words and phrases

• Named Entity Recognition (NER) 

using Deep Learning architecture 

to label dollar amounts by type

OVERVIEW CONSIDERATIONS ALGORITHM

88%
TAS Match 

Accuracy

86%
Data Extract 

Accuracy

0.15s
Process Time 

per page
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IMPROVING OUR DATA FOR THE PUBLIC

https://fiscaldata.treasury.govhttps://USAspending.gov

https://fiscaldata.treasury.gov/
https://usaspending.gov/

